Abstract. We consider incomplete tilings of the equilateral triangle of edge length n that is subdivided into n 2 regular equilateral smaller unit triangles. Pairs of the unit triangles that share a side may be converted into lozenges, leaving some subset of the unit triangles untouched. We count numerically these coverings by lozenges and unit triangles for edge lengths n ≤ 6: the total and the detailed refinement as a function of the number of lozenges.
1. Lozenge Tilings 1.1. Basic Geometry. An equilateral triangle of integer side length n may be divided into n 2 equilateral triangles of unit side length by regular subdivision of each side into n sections and drawing lines through these parallel to all three sides. This creates a graph with [2, A000217] (1) (n + 1) + n + (n − 1) + · · · + 1 = T n+1 = (n + 1)(n + 2) 2 vertices (corners of the unit triangles) and [2, A045943] (2) M n = 3T n = 3 n(n + 1) 2 edges (edges of the unit triangles). The vertices have coordinates (i, j) with i ≥ 0, j ≥ 0, i + j ≤ n in a system with two axes with a pointing difference of 60
• . Commensurate with Euler's Formula [4] , the number of faces plus the number of vertices equals the number of edges plus 1:
The number of edges on the perimeter of the big triangle is three times the number of segments, 3n, so the number of edges internal to the big triangle is
The number of vertices inside the big triangle is the number of vertices which are not on one of the sides of the big triangle; so subtracting 3n, the number of vertices on the big triangle's sides, from (1) yields (5) T n+1 − 3n = T n−2
for the number of internal vertices.
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Lozenge Sets.
In conjunction with this work, a lozenge is created by removing one of the inner edges; this merges the two unit adjacent triangles that have that edge in common. A lozenge tiling with l non-overlapping lozenges is created by removing l of the inner edges under the constraint that no pair of removed edges must be two edges of the same triangle-which would create tilings with pieces that are larger than the lozenge. So the constraint means that once an inner edge has been removed (to become the short diagonal of a unit lozenge), none of the 4 edges of that lozenge must be removed. If l is the number of lozenges, n 2 − 2l is the number of free triangles. An obvious upper bound for l is the "capacity"
because each lozenge covers 2 triangles. Definition 1. L n,l is the number of tilings of the equilateral triangle with edges of length n with l non-overlapping lozenges and n 2 − 2l unit triangles.
Algorithm 1.
A simple strategy to count the tilings L n,l is to generate the set of M n−1 inner edges, to scan all 2 Mn−1 subsets of removing them, and to count all the subsets that meet the criterion that no pair of removed edges is part of the same triangle. If the constraint were absent, the number of subsets follows from the usual combinatorial selection, so with (4) this constitutes an upper bound
The lozenges have three different orientations with axes differing by angles of 120
• . We classify them according to the removed edge being horizontal, falling leftto-right or rising left-to-right. If one takes a set of lozenges of a common orientation and shoves them in closest packing into a corner of the big triangle, one sees that a tiling with
lozenges (and n isolated unit triangles) is achievable.
Example for Side length of 3
The lozenge tilings generated from a big triangle with side length n = 3 are illustrated in Figures 1-4 , sorted by the number of lozenges from l = 0 up to l = 3. Some of the diagrams have multiplicities larger than one if rotations by multiples of 120
• or flips across one of the three lines of symmetry of the big triangle generate further diagrams of the same shape. (The isosceles triangle has a symmetry group of order 6, where the 3 flips along a diagonal have order 2 and the rotations by 120
• or 240
• have order 3. The multiplicity if 6 divided by the order of the symmetry group once the lozenges are inserted.) The configurations generated by these symmetry operations of the triangle are considered distinct here. One may cover a corner of the big triangle and the other the middle part of the opposite edge (multiplicity 6). They may share an edge and cover middle parts of two edges of the big triangle (multiplicity 6). They may touch in the middle and cover middle parts of two edges of the big triangle (multiplicity 3). L 3,2 = 6 + 3 + 6 + 6 + 3 = 24. .57]. They may cover 2/3 of an edge of the big triangle and one corner (multiplicity 6). They may cover the three corners of the big triangle (multiplicity 1). They may cover 1/3 of two edges of the big triangle and have the same orientation (multiplicity 3). They may cover 2/3 of one edge of the big triangle and the middle of another (multiplicity 6). They may touch in the middle and cover middle parts of all edges of the big triangle (multiplicity 2, two circulations, [3, Fig 3] ). L 3,3 = 6 + 1 + 3 + 6 + 2 = 18. L n,0 = 1 for every l = 0 means that for each side length n there is one way of not merging any triangles into lozenges.
3.2. One Lozenge. The appearance of the triangular matchstick numbers
is immediately plausible: recall that deleting one of the internal edges creates a lozenge by merging the two triangles that share that edge, so (10) just restates (4).
3.3. Two Lozenges. Two lozenges are created by deleting two internal edges, which can be selected in
ways according to (7). Some of these pairs of deleted edges do not represent lozenge tilings because they are spatially correlated as considered in Section 1.2.
Definition 2.
A V subgraph is a pair of internal edges (in the full graph without lozenges) that share one common vertex, where the two edge directions differ by an angle of 60
• .
Definition 3. The center of a V graph is the vertex with degree 2.
Each V subgraph reduces the number of lozenge tilings by one. There are two distinct sets of V 's:
• If the common vertex of a pair of edges is an internal vertex, 6 distinct V 's exist which can be created by rotating one of them by multiples of 60 degrees. There are T n−2 internal vertices, so there are 6T n−2 V 's of that type.
• If the common vertex of a pair of edges is a vertex on a side of the big triangle, one V exists with its edges reaching into the interior of the big triangle. The exception are the 3 vertices at the corners of the big triangle, where no V exists because no internal edges meet there. So the eligible number of vertices for these V 's is not 3n but only 3(n − 1).
The total number of V subgraphs is 6T n−2 + 3(n − 1) = 3(n − 1) 2 , which must be interpreted as 0 if n < 1. This reduces the number of configurations with 2 lozenges to [ 
The ordinary generating function is
3.4. Three Lozenges. Three lozenges are created by deleting three internal edges, which can be selected in V 3,a = Mn−1 3 ways according to (7). Some of these triples of deleted edges do not represent lozenge tilings because they are spatially correlated as defined in Section 1.2. The types of correlations are:
• The three edges are a subgraph with two components. One component is a V as defined above (2 edges, 3 vertices) and the other component an internal edge (2 vertices) which does not have a vertex in common with the V : Set (b) in Figure 5 .
• A unit triangle (3 edges, 3 vertices, connected) where all three edges are internal edges: set (c) in Figure 5 . There are 3 unit triangles at the corners of the big triangle which have only 1 internal edge and n − 2 unit triangles at each side of the big triangle which have only 2 internal edges. So 3 + 3(n − 2) = 3(n − 1) triangles are not in that class, and V 3,c = n 2 − 3(n − 1) unit triangles are in that class.
• Zigzag subgraphs (3 edges, 4 vertices, connected) constructed by an overlay of two V 's such that they share an edge but have distinct centers: set (d) in Figure 5 . For each shared internal edge, there are generally two zigzag subgraphs, but if the internal edge has one vertex on the side of the big triangle, only one zigzag subgraph emerges, and if both vertices are on sides of the big triangle, no zigzag subgraph emerges. The classification of the M n−1 internal edges of (4) according to these three vertex types is: -3 (at the corners of the big triangle) have two vertices at the big triangle's sides. -6(n − 1) − 6 = 6n − 12 have one vertex at the big triangle's sides. This is 2 for each of the 3(n − 1) V with a center at the big triangle's side derived in Section 3.3, reduced by the overcount for the edges of the previous bullet. -M n−3 have only internal vertices. This is obtained from (2) by deleting all 3n vertices on the big triangle and edges that connect to them.
So the number of zigzag subgraphs is
• Fork subgraphs (3 edges, 4 vertices, connected), containing an internal edge and two copies rotated around one of its vertices by 60 and again 60 degrees: set (e) in Figure 5 . It could be regarded as an overlay of two V 's, such that they share an edge and have the same center. This center must be an internal vertex. At each internal vertex 6 fork subgraphs exist (by rotation of one fork subgraph by multiples of 60
• around the center), so according to (5) there are V 3,e = 6T n−2 fork subgraphs.
According to the first bullet there are 3(n−1) 2 V 's and for each of them M n−1 −2 remaining edges (after 2 have been used for the V ) eligible for the disconnected edge. The first bullet proposes a set of
graphs as correction to
. However, this term does not recognize that the additional edge may have common vertices with the V , so it includes some of the correlated types of the other bullets. The term is actually too large, because some of the other correlated types can be constructed in more than one way as a V plus an edge, and the term counts them more than once although they exist only once in the full graph. The following procedure handles them with the principle of inclusionexclusion [5] . In fact these are the correlated types that can be constructed in more than one way from two V 's:
• Fork subgraphs are counted twice by (16), depending on which of the two V 's is marked. (16) must be reduced by the number of fork subgraphs, V 3,e .
• Zigzag subgraphs are counted twice by (16), depending on which of the two V 's is marked. (16) must be reduced by the number of zigzag subgraphs,
• Unit triangles are counted thrice by (16), depending on which pair of sides is considered the V . (16) must be reduced by two times the number of internal triangles, 2V 3,c .
Alternatively, in the formal setting of sets in the inclusion-exclusion principle consider the simple graphs on one hand and the graphs with a marked vertex of the center of the V . Add an overbar to the symbols for marked graphs, and a prime to the label if a set does not include graphs of "higher correlated" type, i.e., not graphs of lower rank in the poset diagram:
• Simple graphs: we wish to enumerate the graphs of type (b), (c), (d) ane (e) counting each graph with at least one 60
• angle exactly once. The 4 non-intersecting sets of graphs are -The set V
3,b
′ containing a V and a separate edge, -The set V 3,c containing a triangle, -The set V 3,d containing a zigzag graph, -The set V 3,e containing a fork graph. We wish to compute the cardinality (17) |V
• Marked graphs: If the V center is marked, each graph of type (c) splits into 3 marked graphs and each graph of type (d) or (e) into 2 marked graphs:
3,c and so on. Now consider the 3 non-intersecting sets of graphs of type (c) to (e), plus the super-set V 3,b of marked graphs with a V and a (not necessarily separated) edge. Then
Eliminating |V 3,b
′ | from the previous two equations gives
Considering this correction to (16) we conclude
with generating function
3.5. Four Lozenges.
3.6. Five or Six Lozenges.
(n−3)(n+3)(27n 8 −135n 7 −387n 6 +2835n 5 −168n 4 −18732n 3 +19568n 2 +36992n−56320), n ≥ 3.
, counting uncorrelated V subgraphs, are of lesser degree 2l−2, because at larger n the spatial correlations of the (deleted) internal edges play a lesser role. Conjectures for polynomials ensue assuming that the second-order corrections are of degree 2l − 4, once a sufficiently large set of L n,l for small n is known. Table 1 . The main function in LozeTil2.java uses an edge-growing recursive algorithm which computes a lozenge statistics L n,l refined by the set of lozenges that have one of their 4 sides on one of the three sides of the big triangle.
Summary

